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FLAG DAY GOP Baseball Shooting Hoax on
President Trump's Birthday.
Congressional Baseball Practice Shooting - Audio from Alexandria Police & Fire
https://youtu.be/CDVPw-TYbTo
Steve Scalise SHOT at Virginia Park - Congressional Baseball Practice Shooting. "Matt shot in the Chest"
https://youtu.be/2ld3kHP5gnI
Was Congressional Baseball SHOOTING a Hoax? - Shooter Identity James Hodgkinson possible
Crisis Actor
https://youtu.be/X3Y5Oy3BZNk
Virginia Baseball Shooting Hoax, Fake victim, Gabby Giffords given stage for lobbying gun-grab legislation.
Jeff Flake Interviewed in CNN, notorious for fake news. Ron DeSantis says he left the field before the shooting
started but CNN gives him time to spin a yarn. Noah Nathan (Facebook) had camera running showing Black
SUV with driver door open and a couple of people standing vertical even as rapid sequence gunfire was
heard. Nobody is ducking to escape stray bullets. Conversation seems oddly apparopriate but could be
scripted. Camera appears to reveal time of day somewhat later than the reported 7:15 AM shooting event
especially for the GPS latitude on the Virginia ball-park. People casually milling around during intense gunfire
is out of character for this shooting scenario.
VIDEO: At 12:15 near the end of the video a woman is depicted running with lanyard around her neck. The
very short shadow reveals this video was taken far later than the 7:15 AM shooting and probably in the
middle of the day with the sun directly overhead. The shadow is so short that it appears the scene was
actually filmed at a much lower latitude than the DC area - probably closer to Florida. The woman is
obviously not running in the GOP baseball field but on what appears to be a soccer field. Was gunfire overdubbed into the audio like in Dallas shooting? Was this an exercise? Complete Video
FAKE NEWS | Jimmy Lam, SF UPS shooter, James T. Hodgkins III, GOP baseball shooter & Travis AFB hoax Zachary K Hubbard
https://youtu.be/ztTOVOuA9nk
Congressman shooting Hoax Jewtube censwhores don't want you to see #22 Eugene Simpson Stadium Park
https://youtu.be/yaqVzmK8uow
Bystander "Noah Nathan" captured the moment shots rang out as a gunman fired on Republicans at an
early-morning baseball practice for a charity baseball game in Alexandria, Virginia.
http://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/06/14/alexandria-rep-scalise-shooting-cell-phone-video-noahnathan-vo.cnn
Congressional Baseball SHOOTING Hoax - Shooter Identity - SEE DOCS in COMMENTS.
https://youtu.be/nPh7X3c3xtQ
On the baseball field at 7:15 AM, an object 1 Meter high would cast a shadow 3.62 Meters long.
http://www.suncalc.org/#/38.7798,-77.0416,9/2017.06.14/07:15/1/0
FAKE NEWS | Jimmy Lam, SF UPS shooter, James T. Hodgkins III, GOP baseball shooter & Travis AFB hoax Zachary K Hubbard
https://youtu.be/ztTOVOuA9nk
Congressman shooting Hoax Jewtube censwhores don't want you to see #22 Eugene Simpson Stadium Park
https://youtu.be/yaqVzmK8uow
Bystander "Noah Nathan" captured the moment shots rang out as a gunman fired on Republicans at an
early-morning baseball practice for a charity baseball game in Alexandria, Virginia .
http://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/06/14/alexandria-rep-scalise-shooting-cell-phone-video-noahnathan-vo.cnn
Congressional Baseball SHOOTING Hoax - Shooter Identity - SEE DOCS in COMMENTS.
https://youtu.be/nPh7X3c3xtQ

Fake News Report Broadcast on C-Span at "24:43" on the video claims Scalise shot in the chest.
While callers were censored from reporting what they heard and/or read in the news, the C-Span
moderator displyed WAPO fake news that Scalise had been shot in the chest.
Washington Journal - 3.5 hrs of Caller comments and their reactions to the GOP Baseball Practice Shooting
that happened in Alexandra Virginia, In which The House of Representatives Majority Whip Steve Scalise and
others were wounded. JUNE 14 2017 https://youtu.be/h8wPfk0yr6g
WAPO: "He said Scalise crawled out of the outfield leaving a trail of blood, and that he was given liquids and
put pressure on a chest wound"
http://www.pennlive.com/nation-world/2017/06/gunman_fires_on_virginia_park.html
Archive
http://archive.is/RHzXj
Shooting in Alexandria Louisiana on the baseball field. Breaking fake news
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-06-14/dramatic-new-video-captures-exact-moment-shooter-openedfire-gop-baseball-practice
Shooter Identified As Never-Trumper James Hodgkinson: “Mr. President You Are Biggest Asshole Ever”
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-06-14/virginia-shooter-identified-66-year-old-james-hodgkinsonsupporter-bernie-sanders
Congressman calls for restriction of “social media” following baseball game shooting - Rep. Rodney Davis
blames 'political rhetorical terrorism' for Virginia shooting
https://www.intellihub.com/congressman-calls-for-restriction-of-social-media-following-baseball-gameshooting/
Trump on baseball shooting: Assailant has conveniently died
https://youtu.be/MQ2Rbujtsqs
Congressman shooting Steve Scalise HOAX! #21
https://youtu.be/QQvSqBoD_uA
Virgina Baseball Shooting Hoax - Real or Hoax
https://youtu.be/sKhAOxN8kOk
Virginia Shooting Hoax Coded 77 & 33, Dave Acton Vanishes Again, I'm Leaving YouTube
https://youtu.be/xCFcqRz41Ec
Virgina Baseball Shooting Hoax - Real or Hoax - Xavier Docksworth YMCA employee not a real witness.
Simply repeating hearsay.
Clue: alexandria(44) 4 shot in the 400 block of east monroe(44) on the 14th....PSYOP
"Scalise crawled to the outfield" --? Why script that? Crawls away from 2nd? (Crawls away from 2nd
amendment)

Video
Fake News FLAG DAY + TRUMP BIRTHDAY. GOP Baseball Practice shooting of June 14 (Steve Scalise)
+London apartment fire of 14/6 (Zack Hubbard)
https://youtu.be/948dHBvKC_I
Alexandria shooting, gun grab hoax! - Rand Paul Caught in Lie - Claimed Shooter had AR-15 when he could
not have known, repeating alleged hearsay.
https://youtu.be/agQ01y2XpeA
GOP Republican Baseball Shooting in Virginia a TOTALLY BUSTED HOAX!! Shooting inerrupted hearing on
GUN LEGISLATION
https://youtu.be/C0N0jYPY5No
BBC Report... Virginia shooting: Gunman opens fire on top politicians
https://youtu.be/Urfv-Cw08U8

